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24 June 2016
Mr. James Comey, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
935 Pennsylvania Ave NW, 
Washington, DC 20535
Dear Director Comey,
I write to you in the spirit of a concerned citizen, a professional intelligence officer (I enclose my latest book, please note the professional references on the back cover), and a “friend of the court,” if you please (and with a smile). I think I understand – and I certainly respect – your complex background.
I am a Reagan Republican and I watched in agony as Colin Powell sacrificed his integrity to enable Dick Cheney to orchestrate 9/11 months in advance of the event and despite warnings from thirteen different countries – and then collaborate actively in the telling of 935 lies that Larry Wilkerson now tells us were known to be lies by Colin Powell. The FBI helped shut down ABLE DANGER and blocked others.
Now you are in an analogous situation. If you do not indict Hillary Clinton for conflicts of interest – never mind the mishandling of classified information, the real stake in her heart is the use of the private server with malice aforethought to keep all her communications off official servers. She was naïve to believe that no one would ever see the emails on deals with Israel and Saudi Arabia and Goldman Sachs, among others – cash to the Clinton Foundation, policy from the Obama Administration – what price Syria? LBJ would be jealous – she and her husband have taken influence peddling to a new high, and if you do not indict her, I believe this will disqualify you as a candidate for the Supreme Court, where I happen to think you would excel. If NSA will not give you the missing emails, the Russians might.  
On Orlando, I have mixed feelings. The enclosed chapter is probably the only systematic look at sixty-five anomalies associated with what appears to be a false flag event. It is scheduled to be published formally on 1 July, informally next week for public comment. As a friend of the court, if you will permit me this affectation, I offer it to you at two levels.
At one level, this itemizes all of the perceptual inconsistencies that the US Government has failed to address in its public communications. At another level, this chapter offers you an opportunity to reflect on the ethics and the possibilities of where you stand in relation to Orlando. Is there a public service you can render by holding your investigators to the highest standard and sharing with the public your determination as to what really happened here? Do you really want to be in a position where you are covering up a major false flag event or a major mass casualty event if the Israelis hijacked this, putting you into the role of accomplice in this crime against humanity? The USS Liberty is your marker for both what the Israelis are capable of, and of the cost to the US Government and the public of covering up their role in such an atrocity that will inevitably be public knowledge. Whether this was theater or a real mass atrocity, if you tell the truth, now, before the two conventions, you empower the public.
If I can be of service to you, from pro bono to employee, in the next ninety days, you can count on me to be faithful to you in serving the public interest. You are at a cross-roads. I pray you be right with God, with the Constitution, and with your beloved family and your extended network, as should be all of us.
Semper Fidelis,


Robert David Steele

